Manual on Gender Equality through Sport

The Project
“A Path to TranSportAction” (APTSA) is a project involving a total of 5
organizations from Europe and Latin America, whose main aim is to
enhance the capacity of youth organizations and stakeholders in all partner
countries and beyond to use Sport in combination with high-end Non
Formal Education methodologies for fostering a gender-inclusive approach
to Sport practices, contrasting sexism and gender stereotypes and
promoting equality and mutual respect among genders in disadvantaged
rural areas in Europe and in Latin America. Low female participation in
Sport is an important component of gender-based disadvantage. General
prejudice considering Sport as an almost exclusive field of male
engagement, coupled by machist self-representations which permeate most
Sport sub-culture, is at the same time a telling effect and self-perpetuating
mechanism of gender discrimination. Sport is a powerful educational
vehicle for disadvantaged targets to acquire crucial soft skills, transversal
skills and positive attitudes of self-confidence and active participation, key
components of any grassroots process of empowerment. Through its inner
dynamics of peer-interaction and fair competition among people with
diverse backgrounds, Sport provides also an invaluable experiential path
to promote mutual respect and deconstruct prejudices.

PARTNERS

 Coordinator – Rijeka Sport’s Association - Croatia
Rijeka Sport’s Association, allying all sporting clubs within the City
of Rijeka, in accordance with art.48 of Sports Act, is the promoter
of the Programme of public sports programme co-funding in the
City of Rijeka.

 Mine Vaganti NGO - Italy
MVNGO promotes Intercultural Dialogue, Social Entreprenurship,
Social Inclusion through Sport, integration of migrants and
environmental protection. The use of Sport in combination with
NFE methodologies as an educational instrument is therefore one
of MVNGO’s key areas of expertise.

 Brigada de Voluntarios Bolivarianos del Peru - Peru
Brigada de Voluntarios Bolivarianos de Peru is an NGO
experienced in youth entrepreneurial education and international
exchange. The organization’s activities focus on pursuing social
change by implementing activities and programmes in the field of
youth social development, and acting as a catalyst of youth
integration and participation in the policies and processes which
affect their well-being and social inclusion.

 Bulgarian Sports Development Association - Bulgaria
The BSDA team is young, creative and full of innovative spirit that
works for development of Bulgarian sport and enhance the sport
culture in Bulgaria with a desire and motivation. BSDA also
organize different events in the areas of: entrepreneurship,
citizenship and active society. The team of the organization consists
of professionals from different fields as: sport experts, media
specialists, tourism and hospitality, education, marketing and
others.

 Associacao Brasileira De Intercambio Cultural - Brazil
ICYIE Brazil works with Cultural Exchange programs (short and
long term) through international volunteering. The Association
sends young Brazilians to other countries to make cultural
exchange with the ICYE Federation, as well as receive volunteers in
Brazil. The organization receives annually more than 30 young
foreigners who come to Brazil with the purpose of knowing our
culture, language and traditions and to carry out a voluntary
activity in local social centers. These activities, include the
educational as well as recreational use of Sport, among others.

TC Another Gender of Sport


During the TC participants created seven NFE tools which were

implemented and tested during the YE “Playing Together, Living
Equality”.
I. Dodgeball with an edge
Themes: conflict resolution, participation
and social inclusion.
Group size: 10-20
Age range: 10+
Complexity: medium/complex
Materials: court, ball, cards, participants,
chalk/ropes to decide lines.
Time: 60-90 min
Overview: physical activity to challenge the participants to step up of their
role.
Objectives:
• physical coordination;
• to adapt to new roles;

• to raise awareness on the topic of discrimination;
• to understand and reflect on your own behaviour and of others.
Instructions:
• divide the groups into two gender balanced groups;
• explain the field and the outlines;
• each group now needs two decide who will be playing on the edge (see
picture of court);
• explain the rules as follows:
◦ the main goal of the game is to throw the ball at an opponent to
eliminate him/her;
◦ if the person catches the ball he/she avoids being eliminated and can
continue the game by throwing the ball at the opposite team or:
◦ you can pass the ball to the person on the edge (edgeplayer) and he/she
can try to throw at the people from the opponents team from the other
side;
◦ if the edgeplayer does not catch the ball it goes to the opponents team;
◦ the game ends when every player of one team is eliminated;

• after playing the game ones the teams change sides and your start a new
game and this time handing out special role cards to some of the players
(of both teams);
• examples for the role cards:
◦ Never throw at your opponents, always pass to your colleague instead;
◦ Pass the ball to your edgeplayer by rolling it on the floor like a bowling
ball;
◦ Always throw at the same person;
◦ Always throw the ball only to the edgeplayer;
◦ When you catch the ball, do nothing and leave it on the ground;
• after the second round ask the participants to do some stretching (3
minutes) in silence and reflect on how they felt during the game.
Debriefing:
• How did you feel during the game ?
• What do you think about the game?
• How did the game change after receiving the role cards?
• How where the ones feeling that did not get a role card?
• How did it make you feel when you were eliminated?
• What was your reaction when people started acting acording to the
cards?

II. Growing snake
Theme: teamwork, cooperation.
Group size: 20+
Age range: 6+
Complexity: easy
Materials: participants, square (adapt the playing field to the size of the
group).
Time: 40 min
Overview: recreational physical creativity to iniciate self reflection on
individualism vs. teamwork.
Objectives:
• reflect about individualism and teamwork;
• create strategies and adapt them accordingly;
• coordination.
Instructions:
• mark the field and explain its limits;
• the group chooses one person to be the head of the snake, this will be
the person catching the others;
• all participants spread out on the playing ground;

• the game starts and the head of the snakes tries to catch some one (if
the head of the snake is female she catches a male and vice versa);
• by catching someone the snake starts to grow;
• the person who was catched has to go to the end of the snake, the snake
sticks together by holding hands;
• only the head of the snake is allowed to catch;
• the snake grows catching one by one (male-female-male-female-male..);
• the game ends when everyone is part of the snake;
• two options:
◦ everyone caught is becoming part of the tail of the snake;
◦ every new person catched becomes the new head of the snake and is
allowed to catch and lead the group.
Debriefing:
• How did you feel, what do you think about the activity?
• How did you feel when you were caught?
• Did you wanna be part of the snake or try to continue individually?
• How did you organize inside of the snake?
• Which option did you prefer (changing snake head or steady snake)?
III. Blind Dance Party

Theme: Disability, trust, teamwork, perception
Group: 20 people
Time: 10 minutes
Overview: This is a team game where all participants experience being
physically impaired by disability (blindness).
Objectives:
• To take care of each other;
• To learn how to take care of each other;
• To experience being without control.
Materials: 10 eye-cover, notebook and speakers (put music).
Preparation:
• Clear the room of any dangerous stuff, put all chairs in circle;
• Put the music on.
Instructions:
• Divide the whole group at 2 parts;
• One group will be eye-covered (blind), another one will be their guides;
• Explain to guides that they cannot talk to eye-covered, they should
guide them with touch and take care of them;
• Guides should change during this activity, they will change for another
eye-covered person.

Evaluation: sit in a circle and share experiences.

IV. Don’t Step on a Bomb
Theme: disability, trust, teamwork, perception.

Group: 20 people
Time: 10-15 minutes
Overview: Team game where participants experience being physically
impaired by disability (blindness).
Objectives:
• To take care of each other;
• To learn how to take care of each other;
• To experience being without control.
Materials: 10 eye-covers, 25 mines – 25 balloons.
Preparation: put 25 mines in a room, all other thing should be putted out.
Instructions:
• Divide the whole group at 2 parts;
• One group will be eye-covered (blind), another one will be their guides;
• Guiders will talk to eye-covered but they shouldn’t touch them, they
should take care of them in a way that eye-covered shouldn’t stand on
a mine;
• During the game, guides will change his eye-covered person, pick one
and start talking to another one.
Evaluation: sit in a circle and share experiences; compare this game with
a previous one.

V. The Balloon Dance Party of Happiness
Theme: having fun, teamwork, body language
Group: 20 people

Time: 30 minutes
Overview: This is couple game (triple) game where all participants have
to cooperate to keep the balloons from falling.
Objectives:
• To synchronize with your partner
• To have fun and enjoy
• To develop new dance moves
Materials: Between 10 and 20 balloons, notebook and speakers, good
music
Preparation:
• Inflate some balloons
• Divide in two groups and make pairs (couple)
Instructions: Couples will have to put 2 balloons between themselves, first
one between their foreheads, second one between their bellies; during
the song they will try to keep balloons in contact with their bodies,
without losing and dropping on the floor.
Variations:
• More balloons (in hands)
• Triples or four people united

Evaluation: sit in a circle and talk about experience

VI. The Centipede Race
Theme: teamwork, having fun, competition
Group: +20 people, mixed teams (male and female)

Time: 10 – 15 minutes
Overview: a team game where the participants have to compete to see who
is the agilest centipede
Objectives:
• To motivate your centipede
• To synchronize with your team
• To finish the race
Materials: 2 balls, 2-4 cones
Preparation: form two lines, centipedes and position them in front of a
cone (for distance about 25-35 meters); the other two of cones should
be placed at beginning of the lines
Instructions:
• Divide the group in two centipede
• Each one of centipede will have a ball (food)
• the first person must pass the ball between his legs and till the end
of his line
• the last one of the line must receive the ball and pass it back to the
front above heads of participants

• when centipede is finished by doing full circle (cycle), the centipede
must run (holding ball by first participant) in front and make a turn
around an opposite cone
• after turning around the opposite cone, the centipede must run back
to the starting cone
• during running, the centipede must pass the ball, between legs and
expel the ball before getting to the starter point
• the centipede who finishes first – wins
• if ball falls at any time, the centipede must start again
Variation: more balls
Evaluation: sit in a circle and discuss about this activity and about
strategy.

VII. Human Lego
Theme: Gender, Inclusion, Team work

Group: 20
Complexity: 2
Age: 6 years and over
Time: 60-90 min
Overview: In this game, participants use creativity, imagination and team
work to build objects with their bodies.
Objectives:
• to involve each member of the group to participate
• to stimulate team building
• to recognize suitable roles according to skills
Materials: None
Preparation: Check if the court is safe
Instructions:
The main rule of the game is to build a real or imaginary object only
with participants' bodies making sure that all members are
participating. First of all we divide the group of 20 into 5 groups of 4
participants. All 5 groups are building the same object at the same
time (e.g. washing machine, bicycle, car). Second level of the game
starts when members of the fastest group are devided into 4
remaining groups. Then each group has five members. In that stage,

the groups are given more complex objects to create (eg. flying carpet,
TV, pocket knife). In the last stage of the game, the 4 groups merge into
2 which then have to create imaginary object of their choice. In the end
each group presents the purpose of the object to the other ones.
Debriefing and Evaluation:
Review what happend during the activity, make questions about:
• Level of the engagement: did you like the game, did you have fun?
• Did you find the game easy or not?
• What was the team strategy?
• What was the difference between levels?
• How did you feel?
• What have you learned?
Tips, considerations ans safety:
• Make sure that the participants respect the rules
• Make sure that everybody participate
• Safety first
VIII. Human Tennis
Theme: teamwork, criativity, participation
Group size: 10-20 people

Age range: 14+
Complexity: medium
Materials: ball, paper
Time: 30 min
Overview:
1. To estimulate the encourage envolvement
2. To estimulate the improvisation and work team
Objectives:
• estimulate the criativity
• encourage involvement
• team work
Instructions:
In a circle, everybody will imitate some situation, like a person, a
profession, a sports, and will choose only one person to guess. If the
person said correctly, she/he has to imitate another thing, and
everybody have to do this without repetition.
In the second moment, the group will do two lines, and they have to
pass the ball to the other side without repetition and as fast as possible.
They have to do the same with two balls.

In the third moment, they have to do pairs and they have to change
the moviments and the pairs while everybody participate.
Debriefing:
• How the group feel in the activity?
• How the group feel about the freedom to create?
• What do you think about the game?
• How did you feel during the game?
• What activity you like more?

